EXAMINATION QUESTIONS ON PERIOD IX
(1815-1867)
1.	What were the causes of social discontent in England (1815-20) ?
(OC '27, '29, OL '32, LM *32, CWB '32.)
2.	Do you consider that the country was subject to a reactionary govern-
ment in the period from Waterloo to the accession of the Whigs to
power ?	(oc '29.)
3.	What reforms were achieved in the reign of George IV ?
(oc '27, lm '31, oc '32.)
4.	Describe and compare the foreign policy of Castlereagh and Canning.
(lm '24, '25, lgs '25, oc '29, '31.)
5.	Show the part played by Great Britain in (a) the Greek War of Independ-
ence, and (b) the struggle for Belgian independence.
(nujb '32, cwb '32.)
6.	To what extent did the Industrial Revolution affect legislation during
the period 1815-34 ?	(lgs '24.)
7.	Show how Catholic Emancipation was achieved, indicating the causes
which were responsible for the previous political conditions*  (lm '24.)
8.	What were the difficulties which supporters of the Reform Bill of 1832
had to meet?	(oc '31.)
9.	Describe the progress of the movement for parliamentary reform down
to the coming into force of the first Reform Act.	(oc '32.)
10.	What defects in the system of parliamentary representation was the
Reform Bill (1832) intended to remedy ?   In what ways was it not a
final settlement ?	(NUJB '30, D '31.)
11.	Why is the Reform Act of 1832 considered to be of such great importance
in the history of England ?	(lm '32.)
12.	On what grounds did (a) the Whigs, (&) the Radicals advocate parlia-
mentary reform ?	(oc '27, lm '32.)
13.	In what ways did the country generally benefit by the Reform Bill of
1832 ?	(ol '32.)
14.	Summarise the achievements of the First Reformed Parliament.
(OC *20, NUJB '31, LM '31.)
15.	Why was a reform of the Poor Law so urgently needed in the early years
of the nineteenth century ?	(d '31.)
16.	Write an account of (a) the Co-operative movement, (6) the Reform of
the Poor Law in 1834.	(nujb '32.)
17.	Why were the Factory Acts so necessary, and what reforms did they
introduce ?	(d '32.)
18.	Outline the history and the aims of the Chartist movement.
(lm '25, oc '29, ol '29, nujb '30.)
19.	Was social discontent responsible for the Chartist movement ?   Give
reasons for your answer.	(nujb '31.)
20.	To what extent has the programme of Chartism since become law ?
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